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Farewell; a formula used to another person or persons when the speaker, writer, or person addressed is
departing. 2016, VOA Learning English (public domain) Goodbye! - Goodbye, Anna. Audio (US) (file)Â·Â·An
utterance of goodbye, the wishing of farewell to someone. John gave Rebecca a goodbye to wish her luck on
her holiday.
goodbye - Wiktionary
Goodbye, Columbus is a 1959 collection of fiction by the American novelist Philip Roth, comprising the title
novella "Goodbye, Columbus"â€”which first appeared in The Paris Reviewâ€”and five short stories. It was his
first book and was published by Houghton Mifflin.. In addition to the title novella, set in New Jersey, Goodbye,
Columbus contains the five short stories "The Conversion of the ...
Goodbye, Columbus - Wikipedia
"Goodbye My Lover" is a song by the English singer-songwriter James Blunt, written by Blunt and British
songwriter Sacha Skarbek, for Blunt's debut album Back to Bedlam (2004).
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